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Best Practices in Civic Engagement:
A Case Study of the B Kind Campaign
by the Downtown Bellingham Partnership

ABSTRACT:

Lauren Drake & Hallie Fuchs

In November 2016, the B Kind Campaign was launched by the Downtown Bellingham Partnership (DBP) to address the growing concerns of many Bellingham

residents. These concerns grew in conjunction with the presidential election, during which candidates created a rhetoric that caused civil unrest amongst many

Americans and impacted local communities. In response to input from community leaders, the DBP created this campaign in under 24 hours. Their public relations

efforts focus on showcasing the inclusive atmosphere downtown Bellingham is known for, while creating spaces where people of all identities can feel welcomed.
This message is carried out through an urban media conversation, stimulated by the distribution of both virtual and physical materials for local businesses to dis-

play, proudly showing their alignment with “representing the values our downtown believes in: safety, inclusion and compassion.” This case study examines emerging best practices in hyper-local civic engagement campaigns and the implications of public versus private space in promoting civil speech.

METHOD:
No formal research was conducted by the DBP prior to the B Kind campaign’s launch. The organization also had no particular objectives in mind while designing the campaign. Through natural growth, B Kind turned into a channel for increasing community engagement with the DBP organization and events.
Previously, the DBP had used “passive” PR methods to showcase their organization, meaning they don’t curate events speciﬁcally for promotion and use organic methods of campaign growth. However, considering the success of the B Kind campaign, the DBP has begun to shift their framing of public communications.
Currently, the organization is going through a rebranding process, towards using more “edgy” PR methods. Now, the DBP hopes to take a public stand on
more social and political issues, many of which could be controversial.

RESULTS:
- Evaluation and success was measured by visual block analysis of the downtown businesses publicly displaying B Kind materials
- Objective of having a majority of businesses display materials by December was proven successful
- Materials created increased awareness of community alignment with DBP values and programs
- With no formal end to the campaign, B Kind will continue to evaluated
- #BKindBellingham has not seen signiﬁcant engagement and will likely cease to be used

IMPLICATIONS:
The B Kind Campaign is an example of an increasing trend of cities’ efforts to boost civic engagement through the execution of PR campaigns. In recent
years, cities have begun to combat cases of limited and widespread civil unrest through the use of urban media. Fast acting social media response and reach
out, along with digital and tangible promotional materials, similar to B Kind Campaign, can be seen internationally.
While the intent of the campaign was to create a positive environment and safe space for Bellingham’s community, the language and tactics used can be
seen as constraining the rights of free speech and manipulating use of perceived public space.

“ This business values diversity and seeks to provide a safe and inclusive space that rejects
intolerance. We reserve the right to refuse service to anyone who uses derogatory or violent
language or who attempts to intimidate our customers or staff. ” -B Kind Campaign Poster
PUBLIC vs. PRIVATE SPACE

FREE vs. CIVIL SPEECH

- “A public place is generally an indoor or outdoor area, whether privately or publicly owned, - Vagueness in the B Kind poster’s statement allows for loose interpretation of what is deﬁned
to which the public have access by right or by invitation, expressed or implied, whether by
as derogatory or violent language
payment of money or not, but not a place when used exclusively by one or more individuals
- Is it ethical for a public institution to promote restriction of free speech?
for a private gathering or other personal purpose.” (USLegal)
- Since most community members would consider Downtown Bellingham businesses to be - Particular consideration should be taken if the opinion expressed is discenting to the owner’s
public spaces, it could be perceived as unethical for business owners to regulate only some own, but contributes to an open public discourse
customers’ engagement
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